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Bachelor's Thesis: lntegrat¡on of Ongoing lntegers ¡nto postgresel

Data that are associated with a valid time interval are common in applications that deal with,
e.9., employment contracts and software bugs. ongoing time points such as nou ate used to
denote that a contract is valid from the start point onward. The duration of valid time intervals
is used to determine how long an employee works at a company or how long a software bug
is open since its discovery.

Ongoing time points change as time passes by. For instance, ongoing time point noø instan-
tiates to time point 20L8/2 at reference Time 2018/2 and to time point 2018lJ at reference time
2018/3. Thus, the duration of ongoing time intervals, i.e., intervals whose start or end point
is ongoing, changes as time passes by. For instance, the duration of ongoing time interval
l20l8lI,now) is 1 at reference time 201.812 and 2 at reference time 2018/3. To get results that
remain valid as time passes by, we represent the result of the duration as an ongoing integer.
The duration oÍ 120t8/1,notr.') results in ongoing integer {sl(0 +- 0, +0) at [-oo,201s/1)], s[(0 +-
oo, f 1) al1201'8/l,oo)l). lt instantiates to 0 up to reference time 2018/1 and aften¡vards to inte-
gers that increases by one for each reference time increase (1 at reference time 2018/ 2, 2 aI
reference time 2018/3, and so forth).

ln this project, the student ¡ntegrates ongoing integers as well as the duration function for on-
going time intervals and the aggregate functions addition, minimum and maximum for ongoing
integers into the widely-used, open-source database system PostgreSQl. Then, the duration
of ongoing time intervals can be stored in relations and thus, used in queries whose result is
used as materialized view. Supporting functions on ongoing integers allows using the result of
the duration function further in other queries.
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Tasks

1. Literature study [1, 3, 2] in order to understand the concept of ongoing time points, the

concept of ongoing integers, and the motivation, challenges, and the approach for getting

results on ongoing values that remain valid as time passes by.

2. lntegrate ongoing integers in PostgreSQl:

(a) Create a new, variable-length data lype ongoinglnt.

(b) Use a list of ongoing integer segments [2] that are non-overlapping and sorted in

ascending order as representation.

(c) Determine and implement the functions and predicates that PostgreSQl requires

for a data type (e.9., hash and sorting functions).

(d) Determine the advantages and disadvantages of your representation of ongoing

integers.

(e) Optional: develop a more space-efficienVruntime-efficient representation for ongo-

ing integers.

3. lmplement the following functions whose result are ongoing integers in PostgreSQl.

Make the functions callable in SQL statements.

¡ Duration function on ongoing time intervals.

r Aggregate functions addition, minimum, and maximum whose input are two ongo-

ing integers.

4. Evaluate the performance of your approach. Consider space consumption and runtime

in your evaluation. Compare your implementation with the state-of-the-art approaches,

which instantiate ongoing t¡me points before evaluating the predicates [1, 4]. Determine

the cases in which your approach performs well and the cases in which it does not and

explain your findings.

5. Write the thesis (approximately 50 pages).

6. Present your thesis in a DBTG meeting (25 minutes presentation).
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